Structure of olefin–imidacloprid and gas-phase fragmentation chemistry of its protonated form†
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One of the major insect metabolites of the widely used neonicotinoid insecticide imidacloprid, 1 (1-[[6-chloro-3-pyridinyl]methyl]-N-nitro-1H-imidazol-2-amine), is the olefin 2. To better understand how the structure of olefin 2 relates to the gas-phase fragmentation of its protonated form, 2H⁺. X-ray crystallography, tandem mass spectrometry experiments and DFT calculations were carried out. Olefin 2 was found to be in a tautomeric form where the proton is on the N(1) position of the imidazole ring and forms a hydrogen bond to one of the oxygen atoms of the coplanar nitroamine group. Under conditions of low-energy collision-induced dissociation (CID) in a linear ion trap, 2H⁺, formed via electrospray ionization (ESI), fragments via a major loss of water, together with minor competing losses of HNO₂ and NO₂⁻. This contrasts with 1H⁺, which mainly undergoes bond homolysis via NO₂⁻ loss. Thus, installation of the double bond in 2 plays a key role in facilitating the loss of water. DFT calculations, carried out using the B3LYP/6–311G**(d,p) level of theory, revealed that loss of water was energetically more favourable compared to HNO₂ and NO₂⁻ loss. Three multistep, energetically accessible mechanisms were identified for loss of water from 2H⁺, and these have the following barriers: (i) direct proton transfer from N(5) of the pyridine to O(1) on the NO₂ group (119 kJ mol⁻¹); (ii) rotation of the N(2)–N(4) bond (117 kJ mol⁻¹); (iii) 1,3-intramolecular proton transfer between the two oxygen atoms of the NO₂ group (145 kJ mol⁻¹). Given that the lowest barrier for the losses of HNO₂ and NO₂⁻ is 156 kJ mol⁻¹, it is likely that all three water loss mechanisms occur concurrently.

Introduction

The neonicotinoid insecticide imidacloprid, 1, is one of the most widely used insecticides worldwide.¹ Its selective toxicity towards insects is a consequence of it binding more strongly to insect nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) than to their mammalian counterparts.²,³ Its use has generated considerable recent public attention⁴ due to a possible contribution to honey bee colony collapse disorder,⁵ ultimately leading to its ban in the EU.⁶ A range of studies has been carried out to better understand the biological consequences of exposure to insects to imidacloprid.⁷–⁹ For example, HPLC-MS based methods have been used to study the formation of its metabolites, including the olefin metabolite 2 and the hydroxyl metabolite 3 (Scheme 1) in vivo for: honeybees;¹⁰ termites;¹¹ houseflies¹² and the vinegar fly, Drosophila melanogaster.¹³ X-ray and molecular modelling docking studies, carried out on the binding of imidacloprid to nAChRs, have uncovered the molecular basis for the differences in binding sites in insect versus vertebrate nAChRs.¹⁴,¹⁵ Different docking studies on homology models for Apis mellifera¹⁶ and Lymnaea stagnalis acetylcholine binding protein (AChBP)¹⁷ and the in vivo electrophysiological studies on recombinant Drosophila SAD/chicken β2 hybrid nAChRs¹⁸ have highlighted the different binding properties and activity of these receptor subunits towards imidacloprid. In contrast, there has only been a single report on docking studies of 2 with different α/α and α/β subunits of nAChRs of Apis mellifera.¹⁹ An intriguing study on the neuroblocking potency of imidacloprid metabolites suggested that 2 and 3 (Scheme 1) are about ten times less potent than imidacloprid.¹⁹ The molecular basis for this effect is not understood, and while an X-ray structure for 3 has been reported,²⁰ the X-ray structure of 2 has not been reported until now.

As part of a program aimed at examining the in vivo metabolism of 1 in Drosophila melanogaster,²¹ we required a sample of 2 to examine its potency in biological tests and as both an internal standard and an authentic standard for MS studies. The synthetic method of Novák et al.,²¹ was used to prepare
olefin 2 to examine its structure via X-ray crystallography. Since tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) typically involves low energy collision-induced dissociation (CID) of protonated analytes and the full CID spectrum of $2H^+$ has not yet been reported, we studied the fragmentation mechanism of $2H^+$ in the gas phase and compared its gas-phase ion chemistry to the parent insecticide $1H^+$ discussed previously.\(^{22}\)

## Results

### X-ray crystallography

Compound 2 was recrystallised from ether and suitable crystals for X-ray diffraction were collected. The X-ray structure of olefin-imidacloprid is reported in Fig. 1, while its key structural parameters are reported in Table S1.\(^\dagger\) The thermal ellipsoid plot for compound 2 highlights that the nitroamine group is coplanar with the imidazole ring.

The formation of the $N(1)-H\cdots O(1)$ hydrogen bond in addition to extensive delocalization of electron density over the entire nitroaminimidaole moiety, constrains the nitroguanidinic moiety in this configuration. The $N(1)-C(1)-N(2)$ bond angle is opened out to 133.7(3)° while the $N(3)-C(1)-N(2)$ is closed to 119.1(2)° compared to the ca. 126° external bond angles expected for a substituted sp\(^2\) hybridized atom in this 5-membered ring. The crystal packing is characterised by a bifurcated intermolecular hydrogen bond between the imidazole $N(1)-H$ donor and the nitro oxygen $O(2)$ and the exocyclic guanidine nitrogen $N(2)$ (ESI, Fig. S1\(^\dagger\)).

As shown in Scheme 2, the nitroguanidine group in compounds such as 2 can potentially adopt two tautomeric forms. A search of the Cambridge database\(^{23}\) for structures containing the nitroguanidine group located 151 structures of which 132 were represented by tautomer A. The remaining structures were either protonated salts or had the guanidine moiety embedded in a substituted 1,3,5-triazine derivative and were not representative of the fragment B.

Tautomer A in turn has two main resonance forms (A1 and A2) generated by the delocalisation of the guanidyl nitrogen lone pairs onto the oxygen atoms of the nitro group through the imine functional group (Scheme 2). The $C-N$ and $N-N$ bond distances provided information on which of these resonance forms predominates in a given structure. A scatter plot of $N-N$ versus $C-N$ bond distances obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database revealed the presence of structures with differing contributions of resonance forms A1 and A2 (Fig. S2, ESI\(^\dagger\)). Selected structural parameters for olefin-imidacloprid, 2, and its saturated analogue imidacloprid, 1,\(^{24}\) were compared with the average distances obtained from the 132 structures collected (Scheme 2, table). The shorter $N-N$ bond and the longer $C-N$ bond of 2, suggested a significantly greater contribution to the A2 resonance form in compound 2 compared to that of 1.\(^{23}\)

### Gas-phase fragmentation of $2H^+$

There have been numerous LC-MS studies in which the concentration of 1 in complex biological matrices is determined via MS/MS experiments where selected ion fragments are monitored upon CID of $1H^+$ (the so called multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) technique).\(^{25-27}\) Fewer studies have used MRM to quantify the concentrations of imidacloprid metabolites. Two recent reports have used different fragment ions of $2H^+$ to quantify the concentrations of 2 in bee's wax\(^{28}\) and

---

**Fig. 1** Thermal ellipsoid plot for X-ray structure of olefin-imidacloprid 2. Ellipsoids are at the 20% probability level.

---

**Scheme 1** Imidacloprid, 1, and its metabolites: olefin–imidacloprid 2 and hydroxyl derivative 3. D1 and D2 represent the key bond rotations that describe conformations of 2.
In the former study, the transitions \( m/z \ 254 \rightarrow m/z \ 205 \) and \( m/z \ 254 \rightarrow m/z \ 171 \) were used, while the later utilized \( m/z \ 254 \rightarrow m/z \ 236 \) and \( m/z \ 254 \rightarrow m/z \ 171 \). Given that the full CID spectrum of \( 2H^+ \) does not appear to have been reported, we examined its fragmentation reactions under low energy CID conditions in ion trap and QToF mass spectrometers. Mass selection of \( 2H^+ \) \((m/z \ 254)\), formed in high abundance upon electrospary ionization of 2, followed by CID in the linear ion trap mass spectrometer, gave three main fragment ions (Fig. 2): \( m/z \ 236 \) corresponding to water loss (eqn (1)); \( m/z \ 208 \) corresponding to \( NO_2^+ \) loss (eqn (2)) and \( m/z \ 207 \) corresponding to \( HNO_2 \) loss (eqn (3)) (Fig. 2). These assignments were confirmed by High Resolution Mass Spectrometry (HRMS) on the fragment ions (ESI Table S2†). By varying the activation voltage, energy resolved CID experiments were carried out in a 3D ion trap to establish the relative onsets for these fragmentation channels. The onset for loss of water is less than that for \( NO_2^+ \) and \( HNO_2 \) loss (Fig. 2B).

Scheme 2  The two possible tautomeric forms of 2 and the resonance forms deriving from the tautomer A. A comparison among the selected structural parameters (values in Å) obtained from the Cambridge Structural Database using the search fragment A (table below) with olefin–imidacloprid (compound 2) and imidacloprid (compound 1) suggests that 2 is best represented by the resonance form A2, whereas resonance form A1 is more likely to represent 1.
suggesting it is energetically favoured. The loss of water must involve one of the oxygen atoms of the nitro group as well as both the ionizing proton and another proton derived from 2. In order to establish which protons are involved in this loss, H/D exchange was performed on 2 and the resultant solution was subjected to ESI/MS, giving rise to a mixture of [M + H]+, [M + D]+ and [M − H + 2D]+ of compound 2. The presence of 35Cl and 37Cl isotopes give rise to a cluster of ions from m/z 254 to m/z 258. CID of the selected [M − H + 2D]+ ion at m/z 256 gave rise to D2O loss (data not shown), highlighting that the N(1) proton of 2 is involved in water loss. Thus the likely structure of the ion arising from water loss is the hetero (aryl-)-N-nitroso-onium ion 4+.30–32 The related loss of water from a nitro group that involves both the ionizing proton and a heterocyclic NH has been recently described for protonated 2-nitroimidazole.33 As the fragment ions at m/z 205 and m/z 171 have been used in MRM transition studies of 2H+,28,29 we used the multistage mass spectrometry capabilities of the linear ion trap mass spectrometer to isolate and study the fragmentation reactions of the product ion 4+ (m/z 236). The major fragments in the MS3 spectrum (ESI Fig. S3†) are ions at: m/z 206, which corresponds to NO− loss (eqn (4)); and m/z 205, which corresponds to HNO2 loss (eqn (5)). The low intensity fragment ion at m/z 171 likely arises from the loss of the chlorine atom from the m/z 206 product, a reaction that occurs when the ion at m/z 206 is mass selected and subjected to a further stage of CID in a MS4 experiment (data not shown). We also examined the CID spectra of 2H+ as a function of collision energy in a QTof mass spectrometer (ESI Fig. S4†), which confirmed that m/z 205 and m/z 171 can be formed under the multi collision conditions at higher CID energies.

Density functional calculations on the fragmentation of 2H+
To better understand the role of the proton in the fragmentation reactions of 2H+, density functional theory calculations were carried out on a range of conformers for different structural isomers in which the proton is located at different basic sites of 2 and various potential mechanisms for the competing losses of H2O, NO2− and HNO2 were investigated. The B3LYP/6-311G++(d,p) level of theory was chosen to allow direct comparison to the calculated fragmentation chemistry of 1H+.22

Sites of protonation of 2.
We started our analysis on isomers of 2H+ by using molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to determine the lowest energy structure that best represent compound 2 in the gas-phase. The coordinates of the crystal structure of olefin–imidacloprid were analysed using the Discovery Studio (DS) 2.5 program package as described in previous papers.34 100 different conformers were obtained and the 10 most stable candidate structures were selected and re-optimized using DFT calculations implemented in the

Fig. 2 (A) CID mass spectrum of 2H+ (m/z 254), obtained using the linear ion trap with normalized collision energy of 18% for 30 ms and a 1.0 m/z wide isolation window. The 35Cl isotope was mass selected and the precursor ion is indicated by an asterisk. (B) Energy Resolved CID diagram of 2H+. The relative intensity of produced water shows how this pathway is highly competitive against NO2− and HNO2 loss. (C) Equations reporting the MS2 and MS3 fragmentation products of compound 2H+. (D) The structure of the main product ion 4+. 
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Gaussian 09 suite of programs to find the lowest energy state. The most favourable conformer resembled the crystal structure of compound 2 with the nitrogen N(5) of the pyridine group facing the opposite direction of the nitroguanidinyl group (this difference can be reasonably accommodated by favourable packing forces in the crystal structure of 2, Fig. 1). Next, we examined the relative gas-phase stabilities of the two possible tautomeric forms of compound 2 (Scheme 2). Tautomer A was lower in energy than tautomer B by 26 kJ mol$^{-1}$. While tautomer A maintains the nitroguanidine chain locked in the conformation coplanar with the imidazole ring, as found in the crystal structure (Fig. 1), tautomer B showed more flexibility, with possible rotations of 90° around the C(1)–N(2) bond. We then considered the relative local proton affinities for protonation at the various possible heteroatom (N or O) sites for the most stable conformation of 2. Protonation at the oxygen O(2) was more favourable than on the nitrogen N(5) by a few kJ mol$^{-1}$ ($\Delta E \approx 4$ kJ mol$^{-1}$). Since all ten optimized structures obtained from the molecular dynamic simulations presented the same conformation of tautomer A but different conformations for the chloro-pyridine group, we tested if the PA on N(5) can change depending on its spatial orientation. A scan of the dihedral angle D1 (Scheme 1) was carried out and the PAs for the different heteroatoms recalculated. When the nitrogen N(5) of the chloro-pyridine was oriented toward the oxygen O(2) of the nitroguanidinyl group it became the thermodynamically favoured site of protonation in the gas-phase ($2H_5^+$). A related conformation was also favoured in 1.$^{12}$ All the DFT calculated energies reported for isomeric structures and all species (intermediates, transition states and products) associated with the fragmentation reactions are relative to this structure (see Fig. 3 for the optimized structures). The next most favourable sites for protonation and their energies relative to $2H_5^+$ are: O(2) atom of the nitro group ($2H_b^+$, +9 kJ mol$^{-1}$); N(2) atom of the nitroguanidine group ($2H_c^+$, +20 kJ mol$^{-1}$); O(1) atom of the nitro group ($2H_d^+$, +27 kJ mol$^{-1}$); and N(1) in the imidazolyl ring ($2H_e^+$, +193 kJ mol$^{-1}$). Attempts to optimize a structure where protonation had occurred at N(3) were unsuccessful as the input structure dissociated via cleavage of the N(3)–C(4) bond to form a complex between (6-chloropyridin-3-yl) methylium ion and 2-nitro-diazine-imidazole.

**Possible mechanisms for the loss of H$_2$O from 2H$^+$.** Given that the experiments show the involvement of both the ionizing proton and the N(1)–H, we focused our DFT calculations on mechanisms in which the ionizing proton and N(1)–H are transferred intramolecularly to an oxygen atom of the nitro group. The lowest energy mechanisms are shown in Fig. 4 (all activation barriers and energies of intermediates are relative to $2H_5^+$ at 0 kJ mol$^{-1}$). There are three pathways for the intramolecular transfer of the ionizing proton from $2H_5^+$ to $2H_d^+$, which is the key intermediate for subsequent water loss.

**Fig. 3** B3LYP/6-311G++(d,p) DFT calculations on the gas-phase protonation of 2. Inset shows relative local proton affinities in kJ mol$^{-1}$. Optimized structures are for protonation at: N(5), O(2), N(2), O(1) and N(1) designated as $2H_a^+$, $2H_b^+$, $2H_c^+$, $2H_d^+$ and $2H_e^+$ respectively.
Pathway 1 involves direct proton transfer in a single step proceeding via \( \text{TS-2H}^+ \rightarrow \text{TS-2H}^+ \), a process with an activation barrier of 119 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Alternatively, isomerisation can occur via three steps. The first step involves transfer of the ionizing proton from \( 2\text{H}_4^+ \) to \( 2\text{H}_4^+ \), proceeding via \( \text{TS-2H}^+ \rightarrow \text{TS-2H}^+ \) with an activation barrier of 54 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Subsequently, an axial inversion
of the proton on O(2) is reached through a lower activation barrier of 38 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (\(\text{TS-2H}_b\)). Pathway 2 then proceeds via \(\text{TS-2H}_b\) with an activation barrier of 117 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). This process for isomerizing \(2\text{H}_b^+\) to \(2\text{H}_a^+\) involves an N–N bond rotation. The inverted orientation of the hydrogen in the optimised state \(2\text{H}_b^+\) allows the 1,3-intramolecular proton transfer between the two oxygen atoms (pathway 3) via the higher energy transition state \(\text{TS2-2H}_b\) (145 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). Once \(2\text{H}_a^+\) is formed, 1,5-intramolecular proton transfer of the N(1) proton is coupled with dissociation of the N(1)=O(1) bond in \(\text{TS2-2H}_a\) to yield the ion–molecule complex \(2\text{H}_k^+\), with an activation barrier of 114 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). Related intramolecular proton transfer coupled with dissociation has been described for the fragmentation of protonated glycine.\(^{35}\) The alternative class of mechanism for water loss involves intramolecular H-transfer from N(1) to O(1) followed by proton transfer of the ionising proton from N(5) (Fig. S5\(^{+}\)), which involves a series of higher activation energies (ranging from 167 to 186 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)) and is less likely to operate under the low energy CID conditions used in the ion trap mass spectrometers.

Possible mechanisms for the losses of NO\(_2\) and HNO\(_2\). The energy resolved CID reported in Fig. 2 and the DFT calculated potential energy diagram (Fig. 4) showed that the loss of water must involve lower energetic barriers compared to the loss of neutral HNO\(_2\) and the radical NO\(_2^+\) when fragmentation of \(2\text{H}_k^+\) is induced in the gas-phase. Thus we used DFT calculations to examine the energetics associated with potential mechanisms for the losses of HNO\(_2\) and NO\(_2^+\). The lowest energy mechanisms found are shown in Fig. 5 (all activation barriers and energies of intermediates are relative to \(2\text{H}_b^+\) at 0 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). Two pathways are possible to reach the optimised state \(2\text{H}_a^+\), the key intermediate in this mechanism. Pathway 1 involves the direct transfer of the proton from N(5) on the pyridine to N(2) on the nitroguanidine group through a single step transition state of 166 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (\(\text{TS-2H}_c\)). Alternatively, in pathway 2, the proton is transferred to the oxygen O(2) as described in water loss mechanism (\(\text{TS-2H}_d\)), 54 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), Fig. 4) and is subsequently transferred to N(2) with an activation barrier of 156 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) (\(\text{TS-2H}_e\)). When \(2\text{H}_d^+\) is formed (20 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)), NO\(_2^+\) loss can occur through homolysis of the σ-bond between the two nitrogens, N(2)=N(4), with the formation of the final radical \(2\text{H}_e^+\) (89 kJ mol\(^{-1}\)). Alternatively, loss of neutral HNO\(_2\) can be achieved through a third process involving two-steps. The first step involves isomerization of \(2\text{H}_d^+\) to \(2\text{H}_e^+\). In principle this might involve two discrete transition states: (i) a 1,5-intramolecular proton transfer of the N(1) proton to the oxygen O(1); (ii) axial rotation on the bond N(4)=O(1). However, only a single transition state \(\text{TS-2H}_f\) at 168 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) could be found, and IRC calculations connected this transition state to both \(2\text{H}_c^+\) to \(2\text{H}_e^+\). This either suggests a concerted process to isomerize \(2\text{H}_d^+\) to \(2\text{H}_e^+\), or that intramolecular proton transfer of the N(1) proton to the oxygen O(1) is barrierless. The second step involves heterolytic cleavage of the N(2)=N(4) bond in \(2\text{H}_e^+\) via transition state \(\text{TS-2H}_g\) at 204 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) to generate the product ion \(2\text{H}_k^+\), with an overall endothermicity of 112 kJ mol\(^{-1}\). The loss of neutral HNO\(_2\) and the radical NO\(_2^+\) can occur from either \(2\text{H}_f^+\) or \(2\text{H}_g^+\), but formation of the final products \(2\text{H}_k^+\) and \(2\text{H}_k^+\) is very endothermic (250 and 200 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) respectively).

The alternative mechanism for HNO\(_2\) loss (Fig. S5\(^{+}\)) follows the same intramolecular H-transfer from N(1) to O(1) described for the water loss mechanism given in Fig. S5,\(^{+}\) but it involves a different transition state with an activation barrier of 253 kJ mol\(^{-1}\), and is thus also unlikely to happen. Even if the final products \(2\text{H}_k^+\) and \(2\text{H}_k^+\) are located at lower energetic levels compared to 4, the losses of neutral HNO\(_2\) and the radical NO\(_2^+\) cannot readily occur under low energy CID conditions due to the higher barriers required.

**Discussion**

**How the increased contribution of resonance form A2 influences both the crystal structure of 2 relative to 1 as well as the gas phase chemistry of 2H\(^+\) compared to 1H\(^+\)**

X-ray crystal structure of 2 relative to 1. The synthesis of the metabolite olefin-imidacloprid 2 allowed a comprehensive analysis of its properties via X-ray crystallography and mass spectrometry. The crystallographic analysis of 2 highlighted how the installation of an imidazole ring system adjacent to the nitroguanidinyl moiety can perturb the balance between the two resonance forms, which also drastically changes the preferred fragmentation reaction of 2H\(^+\) in the gas phase. A search of the Cambridge Crystallographic Database for molecules containing a nitroguanidine moiety gave 151 hits, of which 132 existed in the tautomeric form A (Scheme 2), which is also adopted by both imidacloprid 1 and olefin–imidacloprid 2.\(^{21}\) Within this tautomer there is extensive delocalisation of the amino nitrogen lone pairs onto the oxygen atoms of the nitro group through the imine which can be represented by the two resonance forms A1 and A2. A comparison of the N–N and C–N bond distances on the ‘nitro tail’ of both compounds suggested a significantly greater contribution of form A2 in compound 2 while compound 1 shows a greater contribution from resonance form A1.\(^{24}\)

**Sites of protonation in 1 and 2.** Given the greater contribution of resonance form A2 in 2 compared to 1, we wondered if this might influence the proton affinities (PA) on the different heteroatoms (N and O) already studied in imidacloprid and the gas-phase fragmentation reactions of 1H\(^+\).\(^{2,25}\) The local PAs of 2 were calculated using Gaussian09 with the B3LYP level of theory and the 6-311G++(d,p) basis set to permit a comparison with 1. Although the N(5) remains the thermodynamically favoured site of ionisation, the relative PAs for the N and O heteroatoms in 2 are generally lower than for 1 (Table 1). The greatest difference resides in O(2) where olefin–imidacloprid shows a relative PA of 9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) compared to the 32 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) of 1H\(^+\). This result indicates that the oxygen atom of the nitro group not involved in the hydrogen bond with N(1)=H binds a proton more tightly in 2H\(^+\). The N(2) site does not show a great difference between compound 1H\(^+\) and 2H\(^+\) with relative PAs of 24 and 20 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) respectively. The
Fig. 5  B3LYP/6-31G++(d,p) DFT calculated mechanisms for competing NO$_2^-$ and HNO$_2$ losses from 2H$^+$. (A) potential energy diagram. (B) Structures of key species. Energetic levels connected by dash lines indicate bond homolysis reactions where it was not possible to optimize a transition state.
higher PA for the O(2) position of 2 is consistent with the predominance of resonance form A2, which makes the oxygen on the nitro group more basic whilst maintaining the same sp² hybridization state for N(2). The installation of an imidazole ring in 2 significantly reduces the relative PA in N(1) (193 versus 122 kJ mol⁻¹) and protonation of nitrogen N(3) results in cleavage of the N(3)–C(4) bond.

Gas phase chemistry of 2H⁺ compared to 1H⁺. The main gas-phase fragmentation reaction of 2H⁺ under low-energy CID involves loss of H₂O (m/z 236), with competing losses of NO₂ (m/z 208) and HNO₂ (m/z 207) being less important. Loss of water is unique to 2H⁺, with 1H⁺ fragmenting instead via losses of NO₂⁻, N₂O and NO⁻. The fragmentation mechanism of nitroguanidine and its derivatives have been reported in the literature showing that these moieties lose predominantly NO₂⁻ followed by H₂O. A recent study on low energy CID of protonated 2-nitroimidazole showed that the major loss of water occurs: (i) from the position of the NO₂ substituent on the imidazole; and (ii) via a series of 1,4-intramolecular proton transfer coupled by a 180° rotation of the NO₂ functional group. The two hydrogen atoms involved in water loss from 2H⁺ are the protonating proton located on N(5) and the N(1)–H, as confirmed by a H/D exchange reaction on compound 2. Thus, when the deuterated form [M – H + 2D]⁺ at m/z 256 was mass selected and fragmented with the same CID conditions applied for 2H⁺, the product ion at m/z 236 was regenerated demonstrating that [M – H + 2D]⁺ underwent loss of D₂O in the gas-phase.

DFT calculations of 2H⁺ compared to 1H⁺. DFT calculations were used to examine possible mechanisms associated with the loss of water (Fig. 4). Three main mechanisms were found, two of which involved a rotation of the N(2)–N(4) bond related to that which has been described for protonated 2-nitroimidazole. From the ground state 2H⁺, the ionizing proton on the pyridine N atom is first transferred to the O(2) of the nitro group to give 2Hb⁺, a reaction previously described for 1H⁺. 2Hb⁺ then undergoes a rotation about the N(2)–N(4) bond via TS-2H(b→d)⁺ at 117 kJ mol⁻¹ to give 2Hd⁺, which then undergoes dissociative 1,5-intramolecular proton transfer via TS-2H(d→e)⁺ to trigger the release of water, generating 4⁺, with an overall reaction endothermicity of 123 kJ mol⁻¹.

The other two possible competing mechanisms for loss of water involve alternative direct transfer of the ionizing proton from N(5) to O(2) via the transitions state TS-2H(a→d)⁺ with a barrier of 119 kJ mol⁻¹ and the 1,3-intramolecular proton transfer via the TS2-2H(b→d)⁺ with a barrier of 145 kJ mol⁻¹. Since all these three mechanisms possess barriers lower than those described for the competing losses of NO₂⁻ and HNO₂ (Table 1), they are likely to operate simultaneously, which offers a reason why 4⁺ increases with the increase of the energy in the energy-resolved CID experiments (Fig. 2B), while the relative intensities of the product ions 2H⁺ and 2Hj⁺ are maintained.

For 1H⁺, the losses of NO₂⁻ and HNO₂ also only occur when the proton is transferred to the nitrogen N(2). The transfer of the proton from N(5) to N(2) (via TS-2H(a→e)⁺ at 166 kJ mol⁻¹) or from O(2) to N(2) (via TS-2H(f→e)⁺ at 156 kJ mol⁻¹) in 2H⁺ require significantly higher energies compared to all three mechanisms involved in water loss. Furthermore, the contributing resonance form A2 that characterizes compound 2 means that more energy is required to break the N(2)–N(4) bond to allow the final release of HNO₂ (via TS-2H(b→j)⁺ at 204 kJ mol⁻¹). NO₂⁻ and HNO₂ loss can occur directly from 2H⁺ and 2Hj⁺ but as for 1H⁺, the final products are energetically unfavourable. The CID spectrum of 1H⁺ also shows losses of N₂O and NO⁻ from the nitroguanidine group.

The challenge of assigning structures of small molecule natural products and metabolites from comparisons of CID spectra of related species

Since the late 1950s, mass spectrometry has played a key role in determining the structures of small organic molecules. It was rapidly recognized that the fragment ions formed under conditions of electron ionization (EI) provided a unique “structural fingerprint”, which led to the development of EI/MS libraries (databases) and the use of computer assisted structure elucidation, as pioneered by the late Carl Djerassi. The use of automated tools for the identification of small molecules from MS data is emerging as a key way of dealing with: (i) the vast amounts of data in metabolomics; and (ii) dereplication of “hits” in the field of natural products chemistry. Since spectral libraries only contain known reference compounds, they will always be incomplete. Thus, there is a push to seek alternative methods to replace searching in spectral libraries by searching molecular structure databases such as PubChem and KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) and using these to create in silico spectral libraries based on programs that use empirical “rules” to predict gas-phase fragmentation behavior. Often these programs predict fragmentation based on the similarities of substructures, but the differences in fragmentation behavior...
of 1H+ and 2H+ clearly highlight the challenges of such an empirical approach. Thus there is a continued need to adopt a “physical organic” approach to understand how structure dictates which fragmentation pathways are the lowest in energy.43 With ever increasing computer speeds, it may be possible to predict tandem mass spectra using computational chemistry approaches similar to those being developed by Grimme for EI mass spectra.44

**Experimental methods**

**Chemicals**

All chemicals were used as purchased. Acetonitrile, ethyl acetate and hexane were obtained from Merck (Kenilworth, NJ, USA). Acetic acid (glacial) was obtained from BDH (Poole, Great Britain). Deuterated water (D2O), acetonitrile-d3 and acetic acid-d4 were purchased from Cambridge Isotopes Laboratories (Andover, MA, USA). 2,2-Diethoxyethanamine and 2-chloro-5-chloromethylpyridine were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, United States). S-Methylisothiouronium sulphate salt was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Heysham, Great Britain). Analytic grade ether was purchased from Chem supply (Port Adelaide, SA, Australia).

**Synthesis of 2**

The synthesis of olefin–imidacloprid 2 (ESI, Scheme S1†) was reproduced using the same method described by Novák et al.14,21 Full details of the synthesis and the characterization of key intermediates are given in the ESI.†

**X-ray crystallography of 2**

The crystal structure of the final product 2 was determined on an Oxford SuperNova CCD diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation (graphite crystal monochromators λ = 1.54184 Å). The crystal was maintained at 130.0 K during data acquisition. The structure was solved by direct methods and difference Fourier Synthesis45 Thermal ellipsoid plots were generated using the program ORTEP-346 integrated within the WINGX suite of programs.47 Crystal data for 2 C9H8N3O2Cl, M = 253.65, T = 130.0(2) K, λ = 1.5418 Å, monoclinic, space group P21/c, a = 4.7377(5), b = 21.5338(19), c = 10.5144(8)Å, β = 101.413(9)°, V = 1051.48(17) Å3, Z = 4, Dc = 1.602 Mg M–3 μ(Cu-Kα) = 3.244 mm–1, F(000) = 520, crystal size 0.51 × 0.05 × 0.05 mm. θmax = 74.29°, 4222 reflections measured, 2081 independent reflections (Rint = 0.050) the final R = 0.0525 [R > 2σ(I), 1659 data] and wR2(F2) = 0.1554 [all data] GOOF = 1.091.

**Mass spectrometry experiments**

**Linear ion trap.** Mass spectrometry experiments were carried out using a hybrid linear ion trap and 7 T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer (Finnigan LTQ-FT, Bremen, Germany), equipped with an electrospray ionization source. A 0.4 mM solution of 2 in a 70 : 30 : 0.1% acetonitrile : water : formic acid mixture was introduced into the electrospray source at a flow-rate of ∼3 μL min–1 using a syringe pump. Typical electrospray conditions were employed using a needle potential of ∼4 kV and a heated capillary temperature of 300 °C. The 2H+ was mass selected with a window of 1 m/z and then subjected to CID using a corresponding normalized collision energy of 20% and an activation Q of 0.25 for a period of 30 ms. For high accuracy mass measurements, the fragment ions are formed and isolated in the linear ion trap, and transferred to the FT-ICR MS for measurement of the m/z values with a mass accuracy that is sub part-per-million, providing unambiguous assignment of the stoichiometry of the precursor and fragment ions.

**Energy resolved CID experiments in the 3D ion trap.** The energy resolved CID studies on compound 2 were carried out in a Finnigan 3D ion trap (LCQ) mass spectrometer (Finnigan Mat, Bremen, Germany) as described by Colorado and Brodbelt.48 A 0.4 mM solution of compound 2 in a 70 : 30 : 0.1% acetonitrile : water : formic acid mixture was introduced into the electrospray source at a flow-rate of ∼3 μL min–1 via a syringe pump system. The conditions used to ionize the compound were set as follow: spray voltage +3.5–4.0 kV, capillary temperature 250 °C, capillary voltage 25 V, nitrogen sheath gas pressure 50 (arbitrary unites). A selection window of 1 m/z and an activation Q of 0.25 for a period of 30 ms were used. 2H+ was mass selected in the gas phase and the normalised collision energy (NCE) was increased stepwise by 1.0% starting from 0% (no product ion formed) to a maximum of 30% (the relative intensity of the precursor ion was less than 5%). The NCE was converted to an amplitude of the resonance excitation RF voltage (tick amp) using the follow equation:

$$\text{Amplitude (V)} = \frac{30\% \times (\text{Parent mass}) \times (\text{Tickamp slope} + \text{tick amp intercept})}{(\text{NCE}\%)}$$

The tick amp slope and tick amp intercept are extracted from the normalised collision energy calibration file of the most recent calibration. The relative intensity of the product and precursor ions was plotted as a function of the increasing amplitude expressed in voltage.

**CID experiments in QTof mass spectrometer.** CID experiments on compound 2 were carried out using an Agilent 6520 Q-TOF mass spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). 10 μL of a 0.02 mM solution of compound 2 dissolved in 100% ACN, was mixed with a 70 : 30 : 0.1% acetonitrile : water : formic acid mixture into a 100 μL HPLC injection loop using the Agilent 1100 autosampler. Sample was introduced in the mass spectrometer at the flow-rate of 0.3 mL min–1. Ionisation of 2H+ was obtained using a dual-nebulizer ESI source with the capillary voltage set at +3 kV, gas temperature (nitrogen) set at 300 °C, dry gas at 12 L min–1 and nebulizer at 50 psig. The fragmentor and the skimmer were set at 120 and 65 V respectively to induce the ionisation of 2H+ avoiding ion source fragmentation.
2H⁺ was mass selected in the quadrupole using a selection window of 1.3 m/z to exclude the 37Cl-isotope pick at m/z 256. CID was performed applying increasing CID energy from 5 to 20% till 2H⁺ was less than 5% of its original intensity in the MS/MS spectrum.

Hydrogen/deuterium exchange of 2. The H/D exchange reaction was performed by suspending compound 2 in a 70:29:1 D₂O:acetoniitride-δ₁₂:acetic acid-d₄ mixture for 2 h at room temperature. The addition of acetic acid-d₄ to the mixture helped the exchange of the N(1)–H with deuterium. Using the hybrid linear ion trap with the same settings described above, [M − H + 2D]⁺ was mass selected (m/z 256) and fragmented under identical CID conditions used for 2H⁺. Even though the H/D exchange was not complete in solution as evidenced by the presence of 2H⁺ in the mass spectrum, the HRMS information obtained from the FT-ICR helped to distinguish among the compounds derived from the fragmentation of [M − H + 2D]⁺ and the fragmentation of the 37Cl isotope of 2H⁺ (m/z 256.05648 and 256.04909 respectively) which cannot be distinguished and isolated in the ion trap.

DFT calculations

The coordinates from the crystal structure of 2 were used as a starting point for our computational analysis. We carried out molecular dynamic (MD) simulations using the Discovery Studio (DS) 2.5 program package and the method settings described in a previous work for to provide stable structures for compound 2 in the gas-phase. At completed simulation, the 10 most stable structures were selected and further optimized in Gaussian 09 to refine the previous result and find the lowest energy structure. Rotations of 90° of the ‘nitroimine chain’ of the guanidine moiety were used to establish which tautomeric form was more stable and the role played by the hydrogen bond N(1)–H⋯O(1) in the stability of compound 2 in the gas-phase. A 360° scan on the dihedral angle D1 (Scheme 1) was carried out to confirm the position of the nitrogen N(5) on the pyridine in relation to the nitroguanidine moiety. The final optimised structure was used to determine the local PAs for the different heteroatom (N and O) and the barriers involved in the gas-phase fragmentation reactions of 2H⁺. DFT calculations were carried out using Gaussian 09 with the B3LYP level of theory and the 6-31G(d,p) basis set to allow a direct comparison with compound 1H⁺. The vibrational frequencies of each DFT optimized structure were calculated to ensure they were either minima (all positive) or transition state structures (one negative frequency). Transition states were connected to reactants and products via intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The Electronic energies are relative to the ground state structure of 2H⁺ (0 kJ mol⁻¹). The transition state associated with bond homolysis (NO₂⁻ loss) was not calculated due to the challenges on moving from a singlet electronic ground state to doublet products. Thus dashed lines are used to connect 2H⁺ to the final energies of the radical products.

Conclusions

The structure/reactivity of olefin-imidacloprid 2 compared to the parent insecticide imidacloprid 1, was revealed using X-ray crystallography, tandem mass spectrometry and DFT calculations. A comparison of the X-ray structure of compounds 1 and 2 with 132 similar nitroguanidine containing compounds deposited in the Cambridge database, highlights that both compounds prefer tautomeric forms A. However, an analysis of the bond lengths at the nitroguanidine residue showed that the shorter N(3)–N(4) bond and the longer C(1)–N(2) bond of 2 best fit resonance form A2 while imidacloprid more closely resembles resonance form A1. These differences underpin the distinct gas-phase fragmentation reactions of 1H⁺ and 2H⁺. Thus the contribution of resonance form A2 makes (i) the oxygen atom O(2) more basic and (ii) the nitrogen N(1) more acidic. The increased basicity in O(2) is the reason why the 1,3-intramolecular proton transfer to N(2) or between the two oxygen atoms requires higher energies of 156 and 145 kJ mol⁻¹ respectively compared to 117 kJ mol⁻¹ required to rotate the NO₂ group by 180°. With the oxygen positioned next to N(1)–H, a 1,5-intramolecular proton transfer can occur. As the NO₂⁻ and HNO₂ losses can only occur in 2H⁺ when the proton has been transferred on N(2), their relative abundance is minor (no more that 30% of total product ions). The use of multistage low-energy CID conditions established that: (i) water loss is the main fragmentation channel of 2H⁺; (ii) the product ions at m/z 205 and 171 used in MRM studies are likely to arise from sequential fragmentation reactions.
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